Adaptive compute

Adaptive compute demands with a partner engineered to optimize the latest technology advancements, who’s ready to address your data at the point of need.

46 seconds

versus 4.5 minutes to detect a power anomaly.

7 steps

versus 27 steps to detect a power anomaly.

1 console

versus multiple consoles for complex tracking.

99.1%

versus 75% hands-on deployment time compared to manual deployment.

17,280X

versus 400X more efficient reporting compared to server polling.

0.056KBps

versus 130KBps for RACi — a negligible impact on network bandwidth.

First server vendor

First server vendor

Zero trust

First server vendor

Layered

First server vendor

Eliminates

First server vendor

Built-in

First server vendor

Powerless Innovation
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Build your continuous innovation engine with Dell Technologies.
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